2 agosto 2021

CARICASULO ABSOLUTE DOMINATOR
ELF CIV 2021-SS600
Misano World Circuit - Round 4
Round 4 of the CIV Supersport 600 class at the Misano World Circuit was dominated by
Federico Caricasulo. After the good dose of bad luck suffered in the previous round at Imola,
Federico and SORADIS YAMAHA MOTOXRACING TEAM built a perfect weekend. Since
Friday the rider from Ravenna has worked hard with the team recording a time of 1'37.704
in the first free practice session of the National Trophy 600. A test that immediately showed
the excellent feeling between Federico and this track.
In the Supersport 600 free practice he set the second fastest time of 1'39.007, which in the
first qualifying session dropped to 1'38.611, keeping him provisionally in second place.
In fact, the second qualifying session, the one on Saturday before the race, was enough for
the Romagna rider to take pole position in 1'38.273, showing that he had set the day well.
The confirmation came in Race 1 with a well-deserved victory, as Caricasulo commented:
"It was a difficult race, I tried to keep my pace, but it was very hot. It was difficult to manage
the front which I lost several times, especially in the first sector it was not easy to be
consistent. I have to thank a lot Soradis Yamaha Motoxracing Team that in this difficult
period is giving me the opportunity to recover and I'm getting back the feeling with the bike"
Federico Caricasulo.
Already satisfied with his performance and having rewarded Sandro Carusi and his team, in
Race 2 Federico performed a flawless race, scoring another splendid triumph and bringing
his season total to three. With this victory he is now the absolute ruler of the Supersport 600
class at Misano. Author of the fastest lap of the race in 1'39.125, he commented as follows:
"These results are really important, when you are going through a difficult moment and you
have three bad races you have doubts. Here I got rid of them all. I have understood that it is
enough to have peace of mind, a good team and a good bike" Federico Caricasulo.
Appointment with ELF-CIV 2021 at Mugello Circuit, 27-28-29 August.
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